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Obligatory assignment

Deadlines shifted forward
I Obligatory assignment 1 is published.
I No group session on February 5.
I Will work on the obligatory 1 at the February 12 group session.
I Due to this, the deadlines are shifted a week forward:
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Multi-layered neural networks

‘Machines of this character can
behave in a very complicated
manner when the number of units
is large.’

Alan Turing, ‘Intelligent Machinery’
[Turing, 1948]
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Multi-layered neural networks
Recall the equation for a linear classifier:

ŷ = x ·W (+b) (1)

Suppose we have 4 features, binary classification task and no bias term b:

I input feature vector x is multiplied by the weights W ;
I here, W is a vector, so the result is a scalar value ŷ1.
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Multi-layered neural networks

I In fact this is already a simple neural network...
I with one neuron Σ as a computational unit.
I Σ takes 4 input values and returns their weighted sum as output value.
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Multi-layered neural networks

Stack of linear classifiers
I This linear architecture

ŷ = x ·W
I ...as we know, can’t handle non-linear decision boundaries (XOR case).
I We can make this classifier predict vectors instead of scalars...

I ...by making W a matrix;
I ...and thus using a row of several neurons, instead of only one.

I or we can stack classifiers...
I by feeding the prediction of one classifier to another one:
I ŷ = (x ·W 0) ·W 1

I ŷ = ((x ·W 0) ·W 1) ·W 2

I ...etc.
I each subsequent row of neurons (layer) is a vector;
I it is multiplied by the next weight matrix (shapes must match).

I Can even use both multiple neurons and multiple layers.
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Multi-layered neural networks

Looks much like a ‘deep neural network’
Stacked linear classifier with multiple computational units at each layer:

h = x ·W 0

f = h ·W 1

ŷ = f ·W 2

(2)

I But any stack of linear classifiers is still a linear classifier :-(
I Still can’t handle XOR and other non-linear problems. 7



Multi-layered neural networks
Non-linear transformations of the input data make the desired difference:

What exactly is ‘deep’ in deep neural networks?
I Input data goes through successive transformations φ at each layer.
I The transformations themselves are still linear...
I ...but followed with some non-linear operation g at each layer.
I At the last layer, the prediction ŷ is produced.
I The whole system is trained simultaneously.

φ(x) = g(x ·W ′)
ŷ = φ(x) ·W

(3)

Important: neural networks with multiple layers and non-linear
transformations can theoretically approximate any function (given
enough layers and neurons).

[Leshno et al., 1993].
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Multi-layered neural networks

Brain metaphor

I Why ‘artificial neural networks’?
I ...because it seems neurons in human brain act similarly:

I Connected into a large network,
I each neuron accepts electrical signals (inputs) from other neurons,
I processes (weighs) them differently, depending on their source,
I and then passes own electrical signals (outputs) to other neurons;
I depending on input signals, a neuron can be more or less activated,
I ... or completely relaxed (‘silent’);
I the whole system is distributed across many neurons.
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Multi-layered neural networks

...But brain metaphor is not optimal

I We don’t know much about how human brain really functions.
I Thus, it’s less sexy but more convenient to think about artificial neural
networks in terms of linear algebra concepts:

I vectors,
I matrices,
I sequential algebraic operations on them.
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Multi-layered neural networks

The only difference between this deep neural network and a stack of linear
classifiers: non-linearities (

∫
) between linear transformations.
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Multi-layered neural networks

Feed-forward neural networks
I ‘Feed-forward neural network’ is a more precise name for a multi-layer
perceptron with non-linearities.

I A network in which the neurons/units are connected without cycles.
I Outputs from neurons in each layer are passed to neurons in the next
layer, multiplied by the correspondent weights.

I A non-linear function is applied element-wise after each layer.
I No outputs are passed back to previous layers.

1. The first layer contains input units,
2. the last layer contains output units,
3. all layers in between (hidden layers) contain hidden units, which form

hidden representations of the input data.
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Multi-layered neural networks

I Feed-forward network with 2 hidden layers;
I Before the transition to the ln+1, the output vector of ln goes through
a non-linear function (instead of simple weighted sum).

I Fully-connected: transitions between layers are linear transformations:
I each neuron in the layer ln is connected to each neuron in the layer ln+1

I ... mathematically, a vector-matrix multiplication xn ·W n = xn+1

I NB: not all neural architectures are fully connected (more on that in the
next lectures).

I Question: total number of trainable weights in this network?
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Multi-layered neural networks

I Bias is added trivially to each layer (often except the last one).
I Then, such a neural network is described with:

ŷ = g2(g1(x ·W 1 + b1)) ·W 2 + b2) ·W 3 (4)

I x ∈ R4,W 1 ∈ R4×6, b1 ∈ R6,W 2 ∈ R6×5, b1 ∈ R5,W 3 ∈ R5×3

I g1, g2 are non-linear activation functions (more on this soon).
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Multi-layered neural networks

Feed-forward network with one hidden layer and bias
(from Jurafsky and Martin, 2018)

Thus, what is ‘deep’? Multiple layers and non-linearities between them.
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Multi-layered neural networks

Network parameters
I Like in linear classifiers, weights and biases are parameters of the
network;

I a.k.a. θ;
I the aim of the training is to learn optimal values for θ.
I Unlike in linear classifiers, the error/loss function is usually not convex...
I ...but gradient-based optimizers still work well in practice.
I NB: one can balance between the number of layers and their sizes
(number of neurons).

I Different layers learn different hidden representations
I eliminates the need to manually design feature combinations:
I the network is able to learn that ‘book’ and ‘flight’ conjunction in a
document is a powerful feature in itself...

I ...and reflect this in its hidden representations.
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Multi-layered neural networks
I Differentiable non-linear transformations (activations) are the core
reason of deep learning’s substantial results, including in NLP.

I They help induce good input data representations.
I These representations are processed with a linear classifier in the end.

Popular activation functions
I Sigmoid (logistic function):
σ(x) = 1

1+e−x → [0, 1]
I REctified Linear Unit (ReLU) [Glorot et al., 2011]:

relu(x) =
{

x, if x ≥ 0
0, otherwise

→ [0,∞]

I Hyperbolic tangent:

tanh(x) = e2x − 1
e2x + 1 → [−1, 1]
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Multi-layered neural networks

Popular activation functions...

...and their derivatives.
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Computation graphs
I Deep neural networks are usually trained using the computation graph
abstraction:

I representation of the process of computing a mathematical expression;
I allows to construct arbitrary deep and complex network architectures;
I computation is broken down into separate operations;
I each operation and variable is a node in a graph:

directed acyclic graph (DAG)
Question: what this graph produces when a = 2, b = 1?
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Computation graphs

Training basics
I Similar to linear classifiers, deep NNs are trained by gradient calculation
(SGD, etc)

I Two main stages:
1. Forward pass (compute predictions for given inputs);

I move forward along the graph from input to output and loss.
2. Backward pass (compute gradients with respect to the loss)

I move backwards along the graph from the resulting loss through all the
layers to the input.

I How exactly they are performed is dependent on which nodes are there
in the graph.

I Operations, parameters and variables are nodes in a DAG.
I The whole graph should be differentiable.
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Computation graphs

I How many total layers are there in this
computation graph?

I How many hidden layers?
I What is the shape of its output?
I How can you describe what this
architecture does?

I Any NLP task for which it can be used?
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Computation graphs

Forward pass
I Go over all nodes starting from the input;
I apply the operations sequentially;
I produce the output up to the final scalar loss-node.

Loss calculation
I Loss functions are as a rule the same as with linear models;
I cross-entropy is arguably the dominant one:
L(ŷ , y) = −y log(ŷ)− (1− y)log(1− ŷ)

I NB: the output should be squashed by sigmoid or like.
I ...however, new loss functions are also being introduced:

I e.g., Von Mises-Fisher loss [Kumar and Tsvetkov, 2018], etc.
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Computation graphs

Regularization in forward pass
I Like in linear models, we need regularization to avoid over-fitting;
I most popular options for deep neural networks:

1. L2 norm (weight decay);
2. Dropout [Srivastava et al., 2014] (very effective).

Dropout simply zeroes out some neurons in the network layers (e.g., 50%)
in each forward pass randomly:
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Computation graphs

Backward pass
I In simple linear classifiers, we compute the partial derivatives of model
parameters with respect to the loss...

I ...in multi-layer networks it is the same...
I ...but the number of parameters can be crazy big.
I Gradient is computed using a special algorithm:
I back-propagation a.k.a reverse differentiation [Rumelhart et al., 1986];
I propagating loss values backwards through all layers...
I ...religiously computing derivatives at each.
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Computation graphs

Backward pass

I Backpropagation is very efficient in terms of computation speed, but
very error-prone if done manually...

I ... fortunately, automatic tools for gradient computation with backprop
do exist and are well-developed!
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Neural network toolkits

Software libraries
No lack of open-source deep learning toolkits:
I Static graph construction (compile then run):

I TensorFlow by Google [Abadi et al., 2015] (https://tensorflow.org)
I Dynamic graph construction (run on the fly, a new graph for each
sample):

I PyTorch by Facebook [Paszke et al., 2017] (https://pytorch.org/)
I (TensorFlow recently added support for dynamic graphs as well)

Every tech giant wants to introduce its own ‘definitive deep learning
library’. The field is very competitive.
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Neural network toolkits

This course
I IN5550 is currently based on PyTorch...
I ...since it is more flexible and arguably easier to learn.
I However, we will have a guest lab session on TensorFlow later.

About PyTorch
I We are going to use well-established architectures...
I ...thus most of the work will be done via PyTorch library.
I Makes it easier to use deep learning elements in your code.
I https://pytorch.org/
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Practicalities

Several useful tricks to harness deep learning ‘black magic’ mentioned in
[Goldberg, 2017], make sure to read thoroughly:
I shuffling input data;
I choosing the size of your mini-batches;
I choosing your optimizer;
I choosing your learning rate;
I random weights initialization*;
I dealing with vanishing and exploding gradients*;
I dealing with saturated and dead neurons (gradient close to zero);
I using models from several different runs as ensembles.

* PyTorch as a rule takes care of that automagically.
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Practicalities
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Group session on February 12

I Group session on February 5 is canceled due to teachers being away!
I At the group session on February 12 we will use PyTorch to classify text
documents with BoW feature vectors.

I Choosing deep neural network hyperparameters and tinkering with input
data can look like magic...

I ...but in fact often the choices are well-motivated.
I Directly related to the Obligatory 1 (new submission deadline is
February 15)!
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Next lecture trailer: February 7

Dense representations of textual features
I One-hot VS dense encodings of linguistic entities.
I Making the discrete world continuous.
I Preliminaries for word embeddings.

I Yay! Word2vec!
I See you next Thursday!
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